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Too much,
too young
Exposing primary school
sex education materials

!

WARNING:
This booklet contains explicit
material not suitable for children.

WE HAVE CENSORED SOME OF THE IMAGES IN THIS BOOKLET
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Introduction
There are repeated calls for sex education to be made mandatory
for all primary schools. A crucial vote is expected at Report Stage
of the Education Bill in the House of Lords. This booklet uncovers
explicit resources already being recommended for primary-aged
children by local councils. If sex education is forced on primary
schools by a change in the law, we expect the use of these resources
to become more widespread.
At a time when there is growing alarm at the sexualisation of
childhood, using sexually explicit resources in schools can surely
only make things much worse. If sex education is made compulsory
for primary schools, the publications highlighted in this report are
the kind of materials that will be used with children as young as five.
A national curriculum for sex education would see control taken
out of the hands of schools and centralised in the hands of those
who advocate the use of material which most parents would find
unacceptable.
The National Curriculum for Science includes basic biology,
such as life cycles and human reproduction. This has been noncontroversial. It does not include sex education, as this has been
treated separately since 1993. All schools are required to have a
policy on sex education. For primary schools, this policy can be that
they do not cover sex education topics – sex education is entirely
discretionary at primary school level. (In science lessons pupils are
simply required to learn about human life cycles.) Secondary schools
are required to cover some core aspects of sex education, but under
the current system school head teachers and governors have control
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over the way they do it and the materials they use. Decisions on
controversial matters are therefore made at school level by governors
and head teachers.
Government under pressure
Despite this well-established position, the Government is under
huge pressure to force all primary schools to teach sex education.
At Grand Committee in the Lords on 13 July, Lib Dem Baroness
Walmsley, supported by Baroness Massey and other Peers, moved
amendments to the Education Bill to make PSHE (including sex
education) compulsory for all state schools in England. Much of the
discussion revolved around sex education. The amendments would
also have covered academies.
Baroness Walmsley argued that the change is essential because
PSHE is “so fundamentally important”, going on to claim it is “a
fundamental underpinning” for all other curriculum subjects.1
The Government resisted her amendments, saying that they
would be inconsistent with its move towards a slimmed-down
curriculum.2 It is currently conducting an “internal review” of PSHE
(Personal, Social, Health and Economic) education. The review’s
remit says the Government has “no plans to change the law on sex
education”.3
Campaigning groups strongly support statutory sex education
for primary schools. The Sex Education Forum, a body which has
produced a resources list including several of the explicit publications
in this report, “believes that all children and young people have
the right” to sex and relationships education.4 Simon Blake, chief
executive of sexual health charity Brook, has said that it is “vital that
sex and relationships education (SRE) becomes compulsory in all
schools”.5 FPA (formerly the Family Planning Association) “believe
that SRE should be compulsory within the National Curriculum in
both primary and secondary schools”.6
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Before the General Election, the previous Labour Government
proposed as part of its Children, Schools and Families Bill to
introduce sex education topics into the National Curriculum for
primary schools. Alongside the Bill, it also produced new draft
guidance for schools, which included detailed recommendations for
sex education teaching to children as young as five.7 Maintaining this
position, the Labour Party sought to amend the Academies Bill in
July 2010. The amendment would have made PSHE mandatory in all
academies, including academy primaries.
Centralising control
At present primary schools do not have to teach PSHE and so have
considerable freedom. Whether they decide
to teach sex education or not, primary
Perhaps
schools must simply make their policy
this is why
available to parents.8 Thanks to the good
campaigners
judgement of teachers we believe the most
explicit materials are not being used widely.
want sex
Perhaps this is why campaigners want sex
education
education centralised – they are not getting
centralised –
what they want when decisions are left
they are not
to schools. For them, sex education is not
getting what
explicit enough and does not start early
they want
enough. Use of the publications highlighted
in this report is not nearly as widespread as
when decisions
the ‘experts’ would like it to be.
are left to
Making sex education compulsory
schools.
for schools would mean passing overall
control from schools to Whitehall. It would
be centralising, bureaucratic and would inevitably lead to the sex
education industry, which promotes explicit materials, having
much greater influence. Given that officials in local authorities are
promoting explicit material for the youngest of school children, surely
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control of sex education should remain firmly in the hands of head
teachers and school governors.
Unsuitable resources
Any reasonable person reading this publication will see that these
resources are simply not suitable for primary-aged children and that
today’s sex education is quite unlike anything they had at school.
Although parents do have the right to withdraw their children from
sex education9, no child should be exposed to materials of this nature.
The current approach to sex education, which demands ever more
explicit sex education at ever younger ages, has wasted hundreds
of millions of pounds in taxpayers’ money and comprehensively
failed to reduce teenage pregnancy and abortion rates. The previous
Government showered £300 million on its Teenage Pregnancy
Strategy, which expert economist Professor David Paton has called
“absolutely disastrous”.10
It is the coalition Government’s overall policy that the National
Curriculum should be slimmed down to core subjects. This is not
consistent with making sex education a statutory
part of the curriculum for the first time. A
Today’s sex
review of the entire National Curriculum is
education is
currently underway and is due to conclude in
quite unlike
2013.11
In November 2010 Government adviser
anything
Tim Oates (Head of Research at the Cambridge
parents had
Assessment exam board) warned that in
at school.
recent years pressure groups had been given
too much influence over lessons. He argued
that organisations often clamoured to “ensure that subject content
which reflects their interest is included in the ‘core’ content of the
National Curriculum – leading to a lack of clarity as to what should
legitimately be included, or not included”.12 Indeed, The Importance
of Teaching White Paper last year said the National Curriculum
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“must not become a vehicle for imposing passing political fads on our
children”.13
The present law requires the Secretary of State to “issue
guidance designed to secure that when sex education is given to
registered pupils…they are protected from teaching and materials
which are inappropriate having regard to the age and the religious
and cultural background of the pupils concerned”.14 But the current
guidance issued by the previous Government in 2000 is clearly
failing to protect children. It is weak and too easy to evade. The
internal review may lead to new guidance. It is vital that there are
stronger safeguards in place. An Ofsted report in July 2010 found
that schools are rarely consulting parents about sex education, even
though the current guidance encourages them to do so.15
Peers should reject attempts to force all primary schools to teach
sex education and the Government must introduce further safeguards
to stop local councils promoting explicit and inappropriate resources.
Parents don’t want their children to be exposed to material which
sexualises them. Rather than promoting these explicit materials
through centralised sex education, action is needed to stop them
being used.
October 2011
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Mummy Laid An Egg
Babette Cole
Recommended
for Primary by:

*

Recommended
for 8-9 years by:

Recommended
for 5-7 years by:
* Recommended for
parents to use with their
children.
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RECOMMENDED

5+ years
Recommended
for 9-11 years by:

Recommended
by:
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How Did I Begin?

RECOMMENDED

Mick Manning and Brita Granström
Recommended
for Primary by:

Recommended
for 5-11 years by:

Recommended
for 9-10 years by:

* Recommended
for parents to
use with their
children.
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*

Recommended
by:

5+ years
Recommended
for 7-11 years by:

Where Did I Come From?

RECOMMENDED

Peter Mayle
Recommended
for 7-11 years by:

7+ years
Recommended
by:

Recommended
for Primary by:
*

* Recommended for parents to use with
their children.

Continued...
11

Where Did I Come From? (Continued)

12

RECOMMENDED

7+ years
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Primary School Sex and Relationships
Education Pack
Recommended
for Primary by:

Recommended
for 5-11 years by:

Recommended
for Primary-14 years by:
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HIT/Healthwise

RECOMMENDED

5+ years

15

Sex and Relationship Education
BBC Active

7+ years

The BBC recommends these materials for 9-11 year-olds.
Recommended
for Primary by:

More video stills:
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RECOMMENDED

Recommended
for 7-11 years by:

Recommended
for 9-11 years by:

Focus: Growing Up

RECOMMENDED

BBC Active

7+ years

The BBC recommends these materials for 9-11 year-olds.
Recommended
for Primary by:

Recommended
for 7-11 years by:

Recommended
for 9-11 years by:

BBC computer generated image of an erect penis

More video stills:

BBC computer generated image
of a penis penetrating a vagina
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Let’s Talk About Where Babies
Come From Robie H. Harris
Recommended
for Primary by:

Recommended
for 7+ years by:

Recommended
for 9-11 years by:

Recommended
for 8-12 years by:

RECOMMENDED

7+ years
Recommended
for 7-11 years by:

Recommended
by:

*
* Recommended for parents
to use with their children.
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Let’s Talk About Sex
Robie H. Harris
Recommended
for 7-14 years by:

RECOMMENDED

7+ years
Recommended
for 10-14 years by:

Recommended
for 10+ years by:

Recommended
by:
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All About Us: Living and Growing
Channel 4
Recommended
for Primary by:

Unit 1
RECOMMENDED

5-7 years*

“All females have two special parts. They have a
clitoris which feels like a small bump, and doesn’t
stick out much.”
“It grows hard now and then – it’s a nice feeling”.

Unit 1
RECOMMENDED

5-7 years*
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RECOMMENDED

Primary
Schools

Unit 2
RECOMMENDED

More video stills:

7-9 years*

Unit 3
RECOMMENDED

9-11 years*

* Milton Keynes Council recommends Unit 1 for
children aged 8-9 and Units 2 and 3 for 9-10 yearolds. Sheffield City Council suggests using Unit 1
with children aged 5-7 and using Units 2 and 3 with
7-11 year-olds. Leicestershire County Council
recommends Unit 2 for children aged 9-11 but does
not recommend Unit 3 for Primary. Westminster
City Council recommends Unit 1 for children aged
5-9 and Units 2 and 3 for 9-11 year-olds. All other
Councils and Authorities follow the materials’
guidelines for ages (stated in the yellow circles).
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What’s Happening To Me? (Boys)
Alex Frith

8+ years
Recommended
for 9-10 years by:

Recommended
for 8-12 years by:
*

* Recommended for parents to use
with their children.
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RECOMMENDED

What’s Happening To Me? (Girls)
Susan Meredith

RECOMMENDED

8+ years
Recommended
for 9-10 years by:

Recommended
for 8-12 years by:
*

* Recommended for parents to use
with their children.
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Extracts from Education Act 1996
Section 403 Sex education: manner of provision
(1)

The governing body and head teacher shall take such steps as are
reasonable practicable to secure that where sex education is given to any
registered pupils at a maintained school, it is given in such a manner as to
encourage those pupils to have due regard to moral considerations and the
value of family life.

(1A)

The Secretary of State must issue guidance designed to secure that when
sex education is given to registered pupils at maintained schools—
(a) they learn the nature of marriage and its importance for family
life and the bringing up of children, and
(b) they are protected from teaching and materials which are
inappropriate having regard to the age and the religious and
cultural background of the pupils concerned.
In discharging their functions under subsection (1) governing bodies and
head teachers must have regard to the Secretary of State’s guidance.

(1B)

Section 405 Exemption from sex education
If the parent of any pupil in attendance at a maintained school requests that he
may be wholly or partly excused from receiving sex education at the school,
the pupil shall, except so far as such education is comprised in the National
Curriculum, be so excused accordingly until the request is withdrawn.

Key points from statutory guidance
The current guidance from the Secretary of State on sex education was issued in
July 2000 (DfEE 0116/2000).
The guidance says that pupils should learn “the reasons for delaying sexual
activity, and the benefits to be gained from such delay”. (page 5)
The guidance reiterates the importance of suitable materials being used:
“Inappropriate images should not be used nor should explicit material not directly
related to explanation. Schools should ensure that pupils are protected from teaching
and materials which are inappropriate, having regard to the age and cultural
background of the pupils concerned.” (page 8, para. 1.8)
It states that when developing their sex education policy schools should
consult parents: “Schools should always work in partnership with parents,
consulting them regularly on the content of sex and relationship education
programmes.” (page 26, para. 5.6)
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Too much, too young
Exposing primary school sex education materials
There are repeated calls for sex education to be made mandatory for
all primary schools. A crucial vote is expected at Report Stage of the
Education Bill in the House of Lords. This booklet uncovers explicit
resources already being recommended for primary-aged children
by local councils. If sex education is forced on primary schools by a
change in the law, we expect the use of these resources to become
more widespread.
Under the present law primary schools do not have to teach sex
education and so have considerable freedom. Thanks to the good
judgement of teachers we believe the most explicit materials are
not being used widely. Perhaps this is why campaigners want the
teaching of sex education to be centralised – they are not getting
what they want when decisions are left to schools.
Peers should reject attempts to force all primary schools to teach sex
education and the Government must introduce further safeguards to
stop local councils promoting explicit and inappropriate resources.
Parents don’t want their children to be exposed to material
which sexualises them. Rather than promoting these explicit
materials through centralised sex education, action is
needed to stop them being used.
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